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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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Louvre and Pyramid, 
Washington National Gallery of Art, 
Suzhou Museum, 
Mr. Leoh Ming Pei creates architectures of 45° angles, 
and has made them classic masterpiece.
Sirius, presents office space with 45° angles, 
and endows the workplace with more connotations.
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Sirius, styled with special internal tangent of 45° 
and mellow woods being the carrier, 
presents a concise shape and a mild hue.
It is the composedness and wisdom after experiencing the world, 
and the quality of staying kind and gentle despite of great success and fame.

Executive 
space
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Calm and Outstanding

The dark color that adds a sense of 
steadiness and calmness to the space, 
the large-size office desk, 
the file cabinet which has both storage 
and display functions, 
those light and comfortable sofas and the 
tea table for negotiation.
The small multi-functional meeting room 
partitioned by a handy screen, 
which ensures privacy of office working 
and meeting.
Sirius creates not only a philosophy of 
organized office, 
but also a calm and composed working 
attitude.
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Carrying the concept of 45° internal tangent of 
the master desk, 
the wood grain now is inclined and dynamic. 
The rigid office mode is now challenged. 
The height-adjustable side desk extends the 
office space, 
and enables the free switch of working location 
and posture.
Sirius defends healthy working style in a more 
flexible way.

New Type of Side Desk
Stand or Sit as You Like
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With straight lines and light colors, 
it builds up a more concise and brighter light business atmosphere. 
Working, meeting and communication 
shall all be conducted in a brisk and efficient space.
Sirius, for better office environment. 

Sirius, Creates a Light Business Space 
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Lighting from both outside and inside prolongs the depth of 
field, 
and makes the space look much larger.
It respects the privacy of individual space, 
and also enhances the convenience of communication.

Office space of modern managers is increasingly 
diversified and Sirius can meet various kinds of office 
demands. In terms of function, it is equipped with multiple 
cabinet collections, including side cabinets and drawers, to 
add more storage spaces for individual items. The design 
is smooth, neat and well-organized, which makes it easy to 
put in and take out items. 

360° Well-arranged Space
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Power of Teams

Sirius provides classic staff office desks, 
which is concise in shape and reasonable in function setting.
A space that is warm and organized, 
and a team that is collaborative and passionate together 
will always surprise us with the most efficient team work, and 
inject new momentum into office working.

Working
space
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The combination of freestanding desk and extended desk 
makes it easy to switch between independent working 
and group communication.
This is what we call as 1+1>2.
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Simplicity, the Working Spirit We always want too much nowadays.
When we see work as work itself, 
a spacious and organized office 
will always help to save us from unnecessary steps, 
and provide us with more possibilities of convenient communication.
Working hard doesn’t mean we cannot make subtraction.
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Extension of 45° aesthetics; 
consecutive interpretation of lines and 
spaces;
it flows, it pauses, it then turns and spreads.
The beautiful rhythm 
builds up a meeting atmosphere 
that could be either serious or lively.

Rhythm of Meetings

Meeting
space
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The U-shaped meeting space shows the beauty of 45°.
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Straight and curvy, circle and harmony.
That’s been advocated by Chinese saints in practice. 
The circular meeting space 
inherits the Confucian spirit lasting for thousands of years.

Harmony of Circles
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Charm of Straight Lines

For small-scale meetings, we need to be accurate 
and efficient. Those neat straight lines highlight 
the tenet of small meetings. The double-sided flap 
cable box makes the use of electronic products 
more convenient, which conforms to the spirit of 
modern meetings.
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The concise tea table with 45°-inclined 
steel legs is exquisite and small, suitable 
for instant meeting with guests.
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Executive Desk

Meeting Table

EU88L/R-2
W2500*D2440*H755-1105(mm)

EU87L/R-2
W2480*D1900*H760(mm) 
W2280*D1900*H760(mm)
W2080*D1900*H760(mm)  

EU86L/R-2
W2000*D1600*H760(mm)
W1800*D1550*H760(mm)
W1600*D1550*H760(mm)

EU82-2
W1800*D1600*H760(mm)
W1600*D1600*H760(mm)
W1400*D1500*H760(mm)

EU81-2
W1800*D800*H760(mm)
W1600*D800*H760(mm)
W1400*D700*H760(mm)

EU78-2H
W3200*D1200*H760(mm)

EU78-2H
W2400*D1000*H760(mm)
W2000*D1000*H760(mm)

EU78-2
W3200*D1200*H760(mm)

EU78-2
W2400*D1000*H760(mm)
W2000*D1000*H760(mm)

EU71-2
W5400*D2400*H760(mm)

EU71-2
W4800*D2400*H760(mm)

EU71-2
W4000*D2400*H760(mm)

EU71-2
W3400*D2400*H760(mm)

EU71-2
W2600*D2400*H760(mm)

EU71-2
W2000*D2400*H760(mm)

EU11-2
W1400*D700*H420(mm)

EU11-2
W700*D700*H420(mm)

W-24B W-23B 

Meeting Table

Marterial

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


